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T-linear term of specific heat and magnetic susceptibility at zero temperature are derived for the 
heavy eleCtron systems, and relations among these quantities are discussed on the basis of the Fermi liquid 
theory. Further, a rigorous expression of the T2-term of resistivity at low temperatures is also obtained 
on the basis of Kubo formula. It is shown that the coefficient of the T2-term arising from the electron 
interaction is strongly enhanced though it vanishes because of the momentum conservation for a free 
electron system possessing no crystal lattice. 

§ 1. Introduction 

Behaviors shown by heavy fermion systems often realized in Ce-compounds at low 
temperatures have been investigated theoretically by many authors with several 
approaches.1) Among them, the Fermi liquid approach on the basis of the periodic 
A~derson model seems to be most appropriate in order to grasp the essential nature of the 
heavy electron system. 

In this paper, we discuss the low temperature behavior of the heavy electron systems 
by using this approach. For simplicity we neglect the orbital degeneracy. Then, our 
Hamiltonian is given by 

H=Ho+H' , 

(1' 2) 

(1'3) 

Creation operator ckcr is that for a conduction electron with momentum k, spin (J and 
energy C k; akcr is for f-electron with k, (J and E k- Heavy f-electrons in the same atom 
interact with each other via Coulomb repulsion U. These two kinds of electrons hybrid
ize through matrix element V k. In this paper we include the dispersion of I-electrons. 
Therefore, in principle, our results can also be applied to transition metal and actinide 
systems. 

§ 2. Specific heat and magnetic susceptibility 

The Green's functions of f-electrons and conduction electrons are given by 

(2'1) 
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622 K. Yamada and K. Yosida 

(2·2) 

where 1: ktr(Z) is the true selfenergy part of I-.electrons. 
First, we consider the ground state properties.2

)-4) The eigenvalues of quasi
particles, Ektr, are given by the poles of (2'1) or (2·2) and satisfy the equation, (Z=Ektr), 

(2'3) 

The density of states of I-electrons are given by 

(2·4) 

(2'5) 

Here we have put as aitr(Ektr) the residue 

(2·6) 

The density of states of conduction electrons is also given by 

(2· 7) 

(2·8) 

where 

(2'9) 

Combining (2'4) and (2'7), we obtain2
) 

(2·10) 

Thus, we obtain the coefficient of T-linear term of the specific heat as 

(2·11) 

where f..l denotes the Fermi energy which is put as zero. This result means that r is given 
by the sum of PtrC and pitr enhanced by the factor of (1- a1:/awlw~o). The large enhance
ment of r in heavy electron systems originates from the second term of (2 '11), because 
this term is enhanced by the strong interaction between I-electrons. 

N ow we discuss the magnetic susceptibility. For simplicity, we assume that 1- and 
conduction electrons have the same g-value, g=2. In this case Ektr and cktr are given 
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Fermi Liquid Theory on the Basis of the Periodic Anderson Hamiltonian 623 

under a magnetic field H by 

(2·12) 

(2·13) 

where H (1= g{.1.BHeJ/ 2, J1.B being the Bohr magneton. Total electron number Ne and 
magnetization M are given by 

(2·14) 

(2·15) 

where Ek(1 is an eigenvalue of the quasi-particle under the magnetic field. From (2·15), 
the spin susceptibility is obtained as 

By using the eigenvalue equation (2·3), we obtain 

where 

aEk(1 = [1 
aH 

Here we have put 

a4k(f(0) I ' 
aH(1 H6=O 

Thus, the spin susceptibility is written as 

where Pkf(O) and pC(O) are given by (2·5) and (2·7), respectively. 

§ 3. Wilson ratio 

T-linear coefficient of specific heat given by (2·11) is rewritten as, 

(2·16) 

(2·17) 

(2·18) 

(2·19) 

(2·20) 

(2·21) 

(3·1) 
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624 K. Yamada and K. Yosida 

(3· 2) 

(3 ·3) 

In this section we use the thermal Green's function with imaginary frequency iw as its 
argument. By differentiating the unperturbed Green's function CkOf(iW) by iw, we obtain 

-i-c Of(iW) = - [C of(iw)p[l + V k
2 ]+ o(~) oC Of 

Jzw k k (iw + f.L - € k) 2 z k' 

where OCkOf is given by putting .Ek(O) =0 in oCi/. OCkf is ~iven by 

OCkf = Ckf(O+) - Ckf(O_) = -2JCip kf(O) . 

On the other hand, JC k Of (w) / Jf.L is given by 

(3·4) 

(3· 5) 

(3·6) 

By shifting the frequencies of every closed loop by external frequency wand using (3·4), 
(3·5) and (3·6), we obtain 

(3· 7) 

where the vertex part r<1(Y'(kl, k2; k3, k 4 ) is shown by the diagram in Fig. 1 and all 
frequencies in r<1<1' are put as zero. By shifting the frequencies of only closed loops with 
(J spin by external frequency w, we obtain 

(3· 8) 

Thus, we obtain the following relation from (2·18), (3·3), (3·5) and (3·8), 

From (3·2) and (3·9), yf is given by 

with 

Fig. 1. Four·point vertex r"",(k" k 2 ; k3, k.). 

(3·9) 

(3·10) 

(3·11) 

Ott f = "2,P /(0) r<1<1(k, k'; k', k) P k/(O) . 
kk' 

(3·12) 

Here rn =r<1<1, the vertex part between f
electrons with parallel spins, can be 
antisymmetrized as 
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Fermi Liquid Theory on the Basis of the Periodic Anderson Hamiltonian 625 

. (3·13) 

r t t A vanishes identically for the single impurity case, but does not for the periodic case 
because of the momentum conservation.2

).5) Equations (3·7) and (3·8) give the relation 

- ~ °2G~' r,,-,,(h, h'; h', h) 
k' 7ft 

or 

Thus we obtain 

The charge susceptibility is given by 

xc=pC(O)+x/ , 

The Wilson ratio is given by 

The ratio due to only f-electrons is given by 

Rf = x//rf = [Xtt f + Xt/]/ [Xtt f +Ott f ] 

(3 ·14) 

(3·15) 

(3·16) 

(3·17) 

(3·18) 

(3 ·19) 

(3·20) 

Thus, Rf depends on two parameters, Xt//xtt f and Ottf/xttf . As x/ is positive, (3·18) 
gives 

(3·21) 

and for a large value of U, 

X/=O. (3·22) 

In this case Rf is given by 

Rf =2/ (1 +Ottf/xtt f ). (Xtt f = Xt/) (3·23) 

For the case with an attractive interaction between parallel spins (rttA<O), Ottf is 
expected to be negative. In this case Rf becomes larger than 2. Thus, in principle, if we 
treat correctly the momentum dependence, the range available for Rf is extended wider 
in contrast to the impurity case.2

) The second-order term of Ott is given by 

(3·24) 

This result shows that if X q 
0 is larger than x~=o, Ott (2) is positive and y increases with 
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626 K. Yamada and K. Yosida 

increase of the degree of the coherence. On the other hand, if X q 
0 is smaller than x~=o, r 

decreases with increasing coherence. According to recent experiments the Wilson ratio 
of nearly three has been observed in CeCu2Si2, CeAIa and CeCu6.6) 

§ 4_ Resistivity 

The resistivity due to the electron interaction has been discussed by several au
thors.7)-9) In this paper we pursue the exact coefficient of the T2-term in the heavy 
electron system on the basis of Kubo formula. Current operator j in our system is given 
by*) 

where 

Therefore, conductivity apJ) is given by the sum of the four parts, 

= a~e+ a~{ + ate + at{. (i = c, I; i = c, I) 

(4-1) 

(4-2) 

(4-3) 

(4-4) 

Here i and j mean conduction electrons (f-electron) for i=c(f) or j=c(f). a<,it) is 
written by two-particle Green's functions,7).S) 

The retarded two-particle Green's function, K<,;1Jk,O",(w+io), can be obtained from the 
thermal two-particle Green's function, f(<';1Jk,O",(iW), by the analytic continuation, 

(W>O) 

Thermal two-particle Green's functions are defined by the following, 

f(<';1Jk' 0"'( Wm) = lIlT dr eWm
' <T ,{A<';~+ ( r) A<';~( r) A~P;' A~P O"'} > , 

where A~~=CkO" and AS:J=akO", wm=2m7fiT. 

(4-6) 

(4-7) 

(4-8) 

As discussed in the preceding section, I-electrons and conduction electrons hybridize 
with each other to form quasi-particles. Therefore, conductivity apJ) can also be written 
in terms of quasi-particles. We denote by AkO"C,4kO") creation (annihilation) operator for 
a quasi-paricle with momentum k, spin a and energy E k *. In this scheme apJ) is given by 

*) If f7 k V k*O, we must add a current e~k<r17 k V k(ak<1Ck<1+clufak<1) to (4·1). By this correction, f7 k V k2 

/(P-ek) is added to (4·3). 
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Fermi Liquid Theory on the Basis of the Periodic Anderson Hamiltonian 627 

where Kk<1k'<1'(W+ i8) is obtained from the following thermal Green's function, 

Kk<1k'<1'(Wm) = lIlT dr eWmr(T r{.Ak<1( r)Ak<1( r) Ak'<1,Ak'<1'}> . (4·10) 

Following Eliashberg, we can directly obtain the expression for the conductivity in the 
quasi-particle scheme mentioned above (see (4·38)),. though our system is composed of 
two kinds of bare electrons. 

N ow, we discuss the details of our derivation, starting from (4·4). At finite tempera
tures I-electrons have a life-time given by the reciprocal of the imaginary part of its 
selfenergy, 

(4·11) 

The calculation of this value will be done in the next section. By the life-time of 1-
electrons, quasi-particles have also a finite life-time. At finite temperatures the eigen
value of quasi-particles, z = E k * - ir k * (r k * >0); is determined by 

(4·12) 

As we confine ourselves to low temperatures, we can use the following expansion form of 
the selfenergy part, 

and we put 

Ek=Eko+};kR(O) . 

Then, by using (3·3), we obtain 

(E k*- ir k*-Ck) {i k(Ek*- ir k*) - E k+ iLl k}- V k2 =0. 

(4·13) 

(4·14) 

(4·15) 

By assuming r k * ~Ll k~IE k *1 at low temperatures, we can determine the eigenvalue E k * by 

the equation,. 

Ek*-Ek- Vk
21 (Ek*-Ck) =0, 

E k = E kl f k and V k 2 = V k 2 If k . 

(4·16) 

(4·17) 

We can see that a renormalization arising from the selfenergy shift reduces the dispersion 
of I-band and V k 2 by the factor of f k -1.1) On the other hand, the imaginary part r k * is 
given by 

(4·18) 

where akf=akf(Ek*) is given by (2·6). Now, we can represent the Green's functions of 
1- and c-electrons at low temperatures by using that of the quasi-particle, 
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628 K. Yamada and K. Yosida 

(4·19) 

(4·20) 

(4· 21) 

The velocity of the quasi-particle is derived from the eigenvalue equation (4 ·12) and is 
given by*) 

(4·22) 

where 

(4·23) 

In our system, quasi-particles interact with each other through the Coulomb repulsion 
between I-electrons (see (4·37)). 

Now we discuss the two-particle Green's function K~{}k'rr' given by (4·7), which can 
be written as 

(4·24) 

en=(2n+l)JriT and en,=(2n' +l)JriT. Vertex rkrrk'rr'(en, en'; Wm) is rrrrr'(enk, en' 
+wmk' ; en,k' , en+wmk) bet~een I-electrons defined in Fig. 1 and C(ij) are given by (4·19) 
~(4·21). Following Eliashberg,7) K~{}k'rr'(w+io) is given by 

K(ij)(w+ io) = __ 1_.100 

de [th-e-K (ij)(e w) 
4m -00 2T! , 

f f . 

\U~w 
f f· 

Fig. 2. Two-particle Green's function K(;J)(w). 

Vertex r is always connected to I-electron lines, 
since the electron interaction exists only between 
I-electrons. 

(4·25) 

where 

~ 1 J.d I T ( I.). Ujjf)( I ) X £..oJ -4· e 1m e, e , W gm e ,W . 
m=! JrZ 

(see Fig. 2) (4·26) 

g yjji) are defined by 

g!(ij}i)(e, w) = CR(ij)(e) CR(ji)(e+W) , 

(w>O) (4·27) 

*) Here, we have included a term arising from 17 k V k 2 noted in the footnote of (4·1). 
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Fermi Liquid Theory on the Basis of the Periodic Anderson Hamiltonian 629 

(4·28) 

and 

(4·29) 

Here R and A represent retarded and advanced Green's functions, respectively. The 
function, T1m(c, c'; w), related to vertex function r kO"k'O"' is given by Eq. (12) in Eliashberg's 
paper.7

) When w<.. T, 

Only the function g2(C, w) depends appreciably on w for small value of w, 

(4· 30) 

(4·31) 

(4·32) 

Here, we can see from (4·5), (4·25) and (4· 30) ~ (4·32) that a total effective velocity 
without vertex corrections is given by 

(4·33) 

and vertex part related to Tim in (4·26) can be written only by I-electron Green's 
functions. 

As shown by Eliashberg, Tim gives the renormalization of the velocity, as given by 
(4·36), except T22 which has g2 before and behind it. The velocity renormalized by the 
interaction between I-electrons can be derived by using Ward's identities connecting the 
real part of the selfenergy part of I-electrons to the vertex corrections. This kind of 
renormalization can be checked by considering the case T = 0 and w = o. 

At T=O and external frequency w=O, vertex correction A k o is given by 

A o ( )- "jdw'" (k k')[G f( ')]2[ f V k,2 c avk,2/ak' ] 
kO" 0 - £... -2 .1.0"<1', k' W Vk' + ( '+ )2 Vk' + ('+ )' k'O"' 7rZ W fJ.-Ck' W fJ.-ck' 

(4·34) 

rO"<1,(k, k') being rO"O",(kk'; k'k). On the other hand, momentum derivative of the 1-
electron selfenergy is given by 

(4·35) 

where Vk* is the velocity of the quasi-particle given by (4·22). By adding vertex correc
tion akf A ko to (4·33), we obtain real velocity J k contributing to the conductivity, 
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630 K. Yamada and K. Yosida 

(4' 36) 

The second term of (4· 36) represents the backfiow10
) and interaction i<1<1'( h, h') is given by 

using i-electron vertex as 

(4· 37) 

As the result, we obtain the conductivity in our system as7
) 

1 trch- 2(Ek*/2T)T22(h,h':w) ) 

+'[ "£/ kl'a/ (w+2ir k*)(w+2ir k'*) ak/ ] k'lJ . (4' 38) 

The effect of T22 will be discussed in § 6. 

§ 5. Imaginary part of the f -electron selfenergy 

In this section, we calculate the imaginary part of the selfenergy of i-electron, L: k R( e), 
up to the order of T2 or e2

• For simplicity we consider the second-order term in U 2 

corresponding to the diagram in Fig. 3. Extension to general terms will be discussed 
later. The second-order selfenergy can be written as follows: 

X+E-E' 

k'+q 

~ 
: k'X : 
I I I 

E l ! E 

k J' k 
k-Q 

Fig. 3. The second-order selfenergy diagram giving rise to the T2-term of its imaginary part. The 
general diagram giving the T2-term is also shown on the right. Dotted line denotes the interaction 
between I-electrons and thick solid line I-electron Green's function. 
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Fermi Liquid Theory on the Basis of the Periodic Anderson Hamiltonian 631 

17 k(2)(en) = U 2 T L:, Gk-q(en')xqO(en - en') , (5,1) 
€n'q 

Xm=(2m+1)7riT, en'= (2n' + l)JriT . (5'3) 

By the analytic continuation of (5,1), 17/(e+i6') is given by 

17 kR(e+ i6') = - U 2'f 1: ~~ {cth e;~e Gt_q(e')1mxqOR(e- e') 

-th2e~1mGt-q(e')xqOR(e-e')} . (5,4) 

Then, 

1m17kR(e) = - U 2'f 1: ~~ [cth e;~e -th2e~ ]1mGt_q(e')ImxqOR(e-e') , (5'5) 

XqOR(V) = - i;1: ~~ {th2~ Gt'+q(x+ v)ImGk,R(x) 

+th
X
2
i Gk,A(x)ImGl+q(x+v)} , (5'6) 

I OR(. ~) ""'1°O dX [h x hx+e-e']1 G R( )1 GR (+ ') mXq e-e =-f,' -oo27r t 2T- t 2T m k' x m k'+q x e-e . 

(5' 7) 

From (5'5) and (5,7), we obtain 

1m17kR(e) = U 2'f 1: ~~ [cth e;;' -th2e~ ]1mGt-q(e') 

xi;1:~~ [th2~-thx+2eie']1mGk,R(x)ImGhq(x+e-e'). (5'8) 

At T=O, 1m17 kR(e) is expanded as follows: 

~1m17/(e)=U21:~~[cthe;~e -th2e~] 

By taking the second derivative bYe, we obtain 

(5·10) 
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632 K. Yamada and K. Yosida 

At c=O, ImL'kR(O) is expanded up to the T2-term as follows: 

ImL' kR(O) = U2~ 1: ~~ [cth 2
C
; -th 2

C
; ]lmG~-q(c') 

x 111: ~~ [th2~ -th x2-;' ]lmGk,R(x)ImG~,+q(x -c') 

- U2~( T)2 a [I GR (')1codx [h x x-c'] - 2Jr ~ Jr Gc' m k-q c -co 2Jr t 2 T -th----zr 

x ImGk,R(x )ImGhq(x -c') ]e'=o 

= - (Jrf)2 U 2 2: JrPk-q(O)Pk,(O)Pk'+q(O) . 
k'q 

(5·11) 

Here we have used the relation, 

1: dc'[ cth 2
C
; -th 2

C
; ]F(c') ~F'(0)(JrT)2 . (5·12) 

Combining (5 ·10) and (5 ·11), we obtain 

(5·13) 

where P k(O) = - (l/Jr)ImGk
R(O). 

We have hitherto considered only the second-order term of selfenergy in U. If we 
include the higher order terms, we obtain the following results by using the same deriva
tion as that used for the single impurity case, 11),12) 

x{rt/(k, k'; k'+q, k-q)+ ~rttA2(k, k'; k'+q, k- q)}, (5·14) 

where ru and r tt
A are defined as the diagrams in Fig. 1 and (3·13). The result (5·14) 

is exact as far as c2
_ and T2-terms are concerned. While P k(O) in (5·13) is the unperturbed 

density of states of I-electrons, P kf(O) in (5·14) is the true density of states of I-electrons 
with the mutual interaction. 

§ 6. Vertex corrections 

There are two kinds of vertex corrections. One discussed in § 4 is related to the real 
part of the selfenergy of I-electrons by Ward's identities. In the formalism developed by 
Eliashberg, this correction arises from the vertices connected to g1 or g3 at least on one 
side of it and changes the velocity (4·33) into J k written by (4·36). This correction can 
be obtained by putting external frequency w=O in the three-point vertex. Another 
correction arising from T22 in (4·38) is related to the imaginary part of the selfenergy. 
This correction is essential to obtain the correct result in the thermodynamic limit, w--'O. 
By treating this correction in a consistent way, we can show that the resistivity due to 
electron interaction vanishes in a free electron system without any crystal potential, as the 
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Fermi Liquid Theory on the Basis of the Periodic Anderson Hamiltonian 633 

£+W 
k 

£ 
k 

I a) 

£+W 
If 

E 
If 

( b ) 

E+W 
If 

£ 

k 
£'+W 

If' 

(c J 
Fig. 4. Three-point vertex corrections indispensable to recover the momentum conservation. These 

three diagrams are obtained from the second-order selfenergy diagram shown in Fig. 3 by putting 
th.e vertex corrections to one of three electron lines in it, respectively. Thick solid line represents 
electron line and dotted line electron interaction. 

result of recovering the momentum conservation. In this section we consider the latter 
correction. 

For simplicity, we explain it by calculating the second-order terms with respect to 
Coulomb repulsion U. In order to make vertex corrections consistent with the selfenergy 
correction, we should take into account of the three diagrams in Fig. 4. We neglect the 
wave-function renormalization for the moment and take it into account at the last stage. 

First we consider diagram (a) in Fig. 4. By using (4-32) and neglecting renormaliza
tion factors, 

Ak(a)(E) = - U
2 
~1°O dE'[cth E' -E -th~] 

2lf q -00 2T 2T 

X I OR( _ ') 2lfio(E' + /1- E k-q) A (') 
mXq E E 2' A k-q E , 

ZLJ k-q 
(6-1) 

where ImxqOR(E-E') is given by (5-7), 

ImxqOR(E-E') = - i;1: f~ [th2~ -th( x iEi
E
') ]ImGk,R(x)ImGhq(x +E-E') . 

(6- 2) 

By a similar way to that used for the imaginary part of the selfenergy in the previous 
section, we expand Ak(a)(E) up to E2+(lfT)2 and obtain 

(6- 3) 

Figure 4(b) gives the same contribution as Ak(a)(E), as seen easily. 

(6-4) 

Figure 4(c) gives the following term, 

A (C)( )=U2~1°OdE'[ thE'+E-th~]I ,I. ,R( + ,)2lfio(E'+/1-Ek')A (') 
k E L.J 2 c 2 T 2 T m If' k+ k E E 2 . A k' E , 

k' -00 If ZLJ k' 

(6- 5) 
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634 K. Yamada and K. Yosida 

where 

Im¢k+k,R(s+s') =71: ~~ [th2~ -th x +27
s
' JlmG~_q(x +s+s')ImG~'+q( - x) . 

(6'6) 

At s=O, Ak(C)(O) can be expanded with respect to T2 as follows: 

Ak(C)(O) = U2~(JrT)2 :;:~~6) Ak'(O) [ a~' Im¢k+k,R(s') L~o" 

':Ja, Im¢k+k,R(s')le'~o= - ~1= dx o(x +s')ImG~-q(x +s')ImGhq( - x)le'~o 
uS q -= Jr 

Thus, Ak(C)(O) is given by 

Ak(C)(O) = - U 2R JrP k-q(O)p k'+q(O)p k'(O)(JrT) 2 2L~t5°ci) 

At T=O, Ak(C)(s) is expanded with respect to s as follows: 

~Ak(C)(S) = U2~1= ds' [cth s+s' -th~J 2JrPk'(S;) 
as k' -= 2Jr 2T 2T 2Lh,(s) 

(6'7) 

(6'8) 

(6'9) 

x ~(-l)1= dxo(x +s+s')ImG~-q(x +s+s')ImG~'+q( - X)Ak'(S') . 
q Jr-= 

- U2~1=d'[ h S +s' h s' ] (') Ak'(S') - ~ _= s ct ---zy-t 2T Pk' s 2L1k'(S') 

XPk-q(O)( - Jr)Pk'+q(S+s') . (6·10) 

Then, 

(6·11) 

Combining (6'9) and (6'11), we obtain 

Ak(C)(s) = - U2~ JrP k-q(O)p k'(O)p k'+q(O) [(JrT)2+ S2] 2j~r\- s\ . 
k'q k' -s 

(6·12) 

a 

, 
a 

a 

fa I I b) 
Fig. 5. General vertex corrections giving rise to the T2-terrn_ In the irreducible four-point vertices 

of these diagrams, two four-point vertices are connected only by two electron lines. 
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Hitherto, we have discussed the second-order term with respect to U. As far as 
T2-terms are concerned, we have only to consider the diagrams with two electron lines at 
the same time in irreducible vertex r kk'(en, en') as shown in Fig. 5. In this case four
point vertices contributing to the T2-term depend on (e+e') or (e' -e), in the same way 
as the second-order terms in U. Therefore, the general term can be obtained from the 
second-order terms by replacing U 2 by 

This replacement is similar to the imaginary part of selfenergy given by (5· 14) . 
Simultaneously with this replacement, P k(O) is replaced by the true density of states, 
Pkf(O), at the Fermi energy by including the selfenergy corrections. 

Now we discuss the renormalization of g2 in the three-point vertex. By (4·18), 

r k*= a/( - Im2:'k(e)) = akf Ll k, (4·18') 

and by (4·32), 

( ) -2 .( f)2S'( E *)/2·r *_2J[ak
f 

f()- 2J[ f() g2 e - J[Z ak U e- k Z k - 2r k * P k e - 2Ll k P k e , (4·32') 

where Pkf(e) is the true density of states of f-electrons, which appeared in (2·5) and 
(5·14). 

N ow we show that vertex corrections discussed above are consistent with momentum 
conservation. The three-point vertex part Ak(e) can be determined by the equation, 

where 

Llo(k, k'; k' + q, k- q) =J[Pk-/(O)Pk,+/(O)Pk/(O) 

x [rf,l 2(k, k'; k' + q, k-q) + ~ rtt A2(k, k'; k' + q, k- q) ][(J[T)2+e2] 

and by (4·11) and (5·14) 

Ll k= 21 L.1Llo(k, k'; k' + q, k- q) . 
k'q 

(6·14) 

(6 ·15) 

Here it is noted that renormalization factor akf in the numerator is cancelled out by that 
in the denominator, r k *, and Ak(e) can also be written by unrenormalized quantities even 
if we include the renormalization. 

We put here 

(6·16) 

Then, we obtai~ 
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(6·17) 

Here if we put 

(6 ·18) 

the second term in (6 ·17) vanishes because of the momentum conservation. 
On the other hand, in the periodic case we have Umklapp prosesses in j-electron 

scattering and (6·17) can be written by . 

J k- "2;. Llo(k, k'; k' + q, k- q)"2;.K;F=O . 
~q i 

(6·19) 

Here we have put 

(6·20) 

where Ki is a reciprocal lattice vector and we have assumed that Llo with reciprocal lattice 
vector in its arguments can be replaced by the corresponding value in the reduced zone, 
for simplicity. From (6'15), (6·18) and (6'19), 

k Jk·k 
(/)k= 2Ll k . 2;.Ki · k and J krxk. 

, 
(6·21) 

The conductivity given by (4· 38) is written as 

(0) - 2~J ( aj(x) ) Akv 
(fp.v -e.<::.. kp. --a-- - *2r *. 

k X X-Ek k 
(6·22) 

Inserting (6·21) into (6'22), we obtain 

(6' 23) 

In this expression, J k and r k* are renormalized by akf and density of states of quasi
particles Pk*(O)=o(f-l.-Ek*) is enhanced by [akf]-l. Therefore, all renormalizations 
cancel out with each other and the resistivity is proportional to Ll k' which is given by the 
T2-term with a strongly enhanced coefficient. This is one of important results obtained 
by the present theory. 

The factor 2Ll k is given by 

(6·24) 

Here, if we neglect the momentum dependence in r t t A, r t t A=O. Further, if we assume a 
large Coulomb repulsion giving rise to xl =0, from (3'9) and (3'18) we have 

(6·25) 
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and from (3·15) 

(6·26) 

It can be understood from (6· 24) ~ (6· 26) that the coefficient of T2-term of the resistivity, 
A, is poportional to y2, if we can neglect the momentum dependence (especially on q in 
(6·24)) in rH . Thus A can be strongly enhanced as observed in experiments in Ce and 
U systems. 

§ 7. Conclusions 

In this paper we have studied low temperature properties of the heavy fermion system 
on the basis of the periodic Anderson Hamiltonian. The treated properties are electronic 
specific heat, susceptibility and electrical resistivity. The coefficient of T-linear specific 
heat, y, is given by the density of states of quasi-particles at Fermi energy and consists of 
two parts; one is a part arising from conduction c-electrons and the other a part from 1-
electrons which is given by the sum over the density of states of wave vector k, Pkf(O), 
multiplied by enhancement factor f k. This enhancement factor gives a main origin of 
heavy electrons. 

The susceptibility is also given by two contributions from c-electrons and I-electrons. 
The latter contribution is given by the sum of two susceptibilities Xtt f and Xt/. The 
contribution to y from I-electrons, yf, is connected to the sum of Xt t f and vertex functions 
of two I-electrons with parallel spins, (3·10) ~ (3·12). This relation is derived by 
Ward's identities. The parallel spin vertex function vanishes in the case of single impuri
ty, while this does not vanish in the periodic case because of the momentum conservation. 
This point is an important difference between single impurity and periodic cases. As a 
result of it, Wilson ratio in the limit of large U can be larger or smaller than the 
corresponding value of the single impurity case, 2, depending on the sign of their parallel 
spin vertex function. 

At low temperatures, the repulsive interaction between I-electrons gives rise to the 
T2-resistivity for quasi-particles in the crystal. However, if there is no crystal lattice, 
this resistivity automatically vanishes, because of the momentum conservation. There
fore, the T2-resistivity arises from mainly Umklapp processes. 

Resistivity can be calculated mainly along the line layed by Eliashberg. The 
obtained expression for the conductivity (6· 23) includes quasi-particle density of states, 
two current components in the numerator and the reciprocal life-time of quasi-particles in 
the denominator. Renormalization factors in these quantities are cancelled out and 
resistivity becomes finally proportional to the reciprocal life-time of I-electrons, L1 k. 

This L1 k is proportional to the square of the enhancement factor f k and gives large 
T2-resistivity to the heavy fermion system. 

All these properties derived in this paper can explain at least qualitatively the low 
temperature behaviors of the heavy electron systems in many Ce-compounds represented 
by CeAh, CeCu2Si2, CeCus, etc. The present theory, however, includes several quantities 
characteristic of the Fermi liquid, the selfenergy of I-electrons as a function of k and ([) 
and two kinds of vertex functions between two I-electrons with parallel and antiparallel 
spins. These quantities were left as unknown functions in this paper. 
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The appearance of the quasi-fermion system in Ce compounds at low temperatures is 
caused by large Kondo temperature TK compared with RKKY interaction. It is now 
recognized that such a large value of TK is originated from the degeneracy of 4/-orbitals. 
In this sense, the present Anderson model is not sufficient, and present calculations should 
be extended to the periodic Anderson model in which are taken into account the orbital 
degeneracy and also crystalline field splittings for 4/-orbitals. Nevertheless, the results 
obtained in this paper would remain with only minor modifications for such a real system. 
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